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INTRODUCTION
compliments constitute a speech act which has received the enthusiastic
attention of sociolinguists during the past decade.2 Both in the unitedStates and abroad, researchers have iled ,rot"book, with thousands ofcompliments in a variety of languages. And in analyzing their data,pragmaticists have explored a multiplicity of facets related to .J-pri-".,rrrgbehavior. These include the topics, val"ur, fu.,.tiorrr, and forms associatedwith or represented by compliments; the nature , 
"^rr"ry,and constraints uponcompliment responses; as we as the frequency and distribution ofcompliments by social status and by gender. a ,,,ray of these various facetsof compliments and compli-"rrt 
."Ipor,"", 
.""** not only the diverselinguistic realizations of complimenti"g U"#i*, but also the differingsocietal values which characterize differen-t cultures. vald6s and pino (1gg1)present evidence of the variety encompassed in complimenting behavior intheir study of compliment responses 
"_ong NlJ.un_American bilinguals.This study concludes that bilinguals, *" oi .o-pir*"r,, responses is notidentical to that of either. monolingual Spanish speuk"., or monolingualEnglish speakers' such divergen."" 
.."ur" the poientiat for cross-cultural
r:gmatic fa'ure, the focus of Lee's (1gg0) study of compliments and theirI I would like to express my warmest appreciation to Ranee yangl,uen, parher in my firstexploration into the relationship- between compliments and gender, who inspired me tocontinue this investigation with the present pup"r. thi" u*i"ti is u *oaified version of thepiece I submitted as partial requirement for tf," fr,.a. d"g.u" ut the University of Hawai,i,Manoa. I offer thanks to Thom Hudson,-a member of 
-y;;_g 
"ommittee, 
and specialgratitude to my mentors Richard Schmidt and Gabriele ka"p"" fo. their unflagging support
and encouragement. Any lapses, enors, or oversights *" urrtir"ly 
^y o*r,.2 M-e_r""ently, scholars have also begun to explore the use of compliments in writtentexts. (Se_e Johnson, t992, Comptiments ina poUteiesi in )eenlii". rrrrr, and Johnson andRoen, 1992, Contplimenting and inoolaement in peetiir*t [ira"r ro*ti*)
Uniaersity of Hawai'i Occasianal paryrs Series, Ntrmber 26, 1gg4, , pp. gS_1.A7.
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responses in Hawaii Creole English (HCE).
Pursuing the theme of cross-cultural variation, Herbert (L989) points
out that specific topics of compliments may vary considerably.from culture
to culture, with the result that even what is recognizable as a compliment may
differ from society to society. He offers as examples the sentences "You must
have been tired doing all the shoppingi' and "Your earrings are pure gold,
aren't they?" which in hdonesian and Japanese, respectively, would be
understood as compliments, although, he claims, a native speaker of
American English would hardly interpret them as such. If we limit our
sphere of investigation to compliments in the English-speaking world,
however, we find that variety among compliment topics is considerably
restricted. In their study of a broad sPectrum of native English-speaking
Americans, Manes and Wolfson (Wolfson I98la, t98lb' 1983, 1984, 1989a,
1989b; Manes and Wolfson 1981.; Manes 1983) find the major categories for
compliment giving to be physicat aPpearance (including hairdos and apparel),
performance/achieoement, and possessions ' Holmes' data collected among
native English-speaking New Zealanders adds to this list
personality /friendship (Holmes 1986). Herbert (1989), in examPles reported
from American university students and English-speaking South African
students, finds that the vast majorify of compliments were given on personal
appearance. Miles and Yangyuen (1991) report in their study of compliments
among students at the University of Hawai'i, Manoa that compliment topics
vary with gender, women being more likely to receive compliments on
appearance and men on accomplishment/achievement. Manes (1983),
Wolfson (1981b), and Herbert and Straight (1989) observe that in American
society "newness" is a frequently complimented attribute, to such an extent
that if a friend or acquaintance appears with a new hairdo, a new car, or a
new outfit, a compliment is effectively obligatory, its omission suggesting
dislike or disapproval. Holmes articulates an explicit definition of a
compliment: "a speech act which explicitly or implicitly aftributes credit to
someone other than the speaker, usually the person addressed, for some
'good' (possession, characteristic, skill, etc.) which is positively valued by the
speaker and the hearer" (1986; a85).
By extension, then, the "goods" on which members of a society
compliment each other represent values held in esteem by that society, and
the act of complimenting can serve a variety of functions. On the positive
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side' offering a compliment can promote or reinforce a sense of solidarity
l"fl"r":ft 
"Tri'i"TJ,'":'"i,":aT#"Ti#:a:{:'*rr'_"lt;:**;initiate conversation (Herbert 19g9, Manes arri Woffror, ,rrrl * 
"".G."conrmon ground' krdeed, Holmes (lgg6) finds that 21..50/o of*re complimeitsshe collected occurred
dimensiontothu"o.,""f f i,":Hi,*"fl l"ili;'1T#:3J:"1."ilffJ
;il:iT#i::::l}.'ff ::l"'ff]"?:ff ll**l,"h*:;X;
ffir{H:.;fi :#ffi ll"T,:,?J".',:"*::"i*'*id;*i*:::1;power variances befween interlocutors,, (142). Inother words, ,", irir"*luse of compriments in HCE reflects a roo.rg ,;; of identification with otherHCE-speakers' an identification which o"""r.tJu, th" Ar t"rdu'cy to avoidcompliments among stafus unequals, and which se:
soliJarity 
"-or,g rr""*;"rs of a minoriry *r,* ;L:#;ffiff;""*;community. Herbert takes the .orr."pt of solidarity one-step ;";;.;suggesting a third level. 
1t 
which this principle operates: Not only cancompliments promote solidarity befween irrairrii,r"r, and among members ofsubgroups within a society, but in giving 
.orr,pti*urrr, ,,the speaker alsoestablishes solidarity with the lu.g".i1o*i_rurrirliUy O"f,u"ag in accordancewith norms of sociolinguistic behavior,, fH"rlJriirrr, 28). Manes (1983)echoes the idea that because compliments reflect societal values, their use also
:iTij:#:iT"dfi':1,:"*ilf ::;T:,:1ll',Jd:j;**jl*:f idark side of compliments,t,31, ,1", 
-"y U" p"r'""r""O as face threatening
acts (FTAs) (Holmes 19gg)' 
.This is particularri true in contexts where theyimply envy and particularly in culture, 
.ii.h equate acceptance of acompliment with indebtedness to the compliment giver.
Thomas (1983) points out that a compliient can be a multivalent
speech, act with multi-layered illocutionary force, and Herbert (19g9) cites
examples of compliments as.indirect requests. perhaps because we recogrrizethe multiple functions that can be served by compliments, and p".iup,because Americans value uniqueness, Wolfson and Manes, findings
concerning the formulaic nature of compliments come as a surprise. Wolfson
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and Manes (Wolfson l98la, L98lb, 1983, l98/, 1989a, I989b; Manes and
wolfson 1981; Manes 1983) conclude from their research that compliments are
highly formulaic in nature. In fact, a single semantic Pattem, NP [isfiooks]
(really) ADI, accounted for 53.6% of their data and two more patterns-I
(really) [tikc/tooe] your NP, and PRO is keally) (a) ADI NP- accounted for an
additional 16.1 o/o and 74.9% ol the data respectively, with the result that 85%
was accounted for by only three semantic pattems. Lr addition, not only were
the sentence pattems formulaic, but the use of positive evaluation words was
almost equally limited: five adjectives 
-nice, good, beautiful, pretty, and 
great
-and only two verbs-like and loae-wete used in 
96% of the compliments
recorded.
Following these initial observations, Wolfson (1989a, L989b) articulates
a further discovery which she entitles her Bulge Theory (so named because of
the hump-shaped curve which is generated when the number of compliments
is plotted against the social distance between complimenter and addressee)'
In counterintuitive fashion she finds that most compliments are neither paid
to those closest to us (family members and intimates) nor to those most
socially distant (strangers and status-unequals). At first glance this seems
surprising because intuition suggests that we would most often compliment
our loved ones precisely because we feel close to them, and perhaps equally
that we would offer ingratiating compliments to status unequals. However,
most compliments in her data are paid to those in the middle range (friends,
co-workers and acquaintances).3 Wolfson explains this fact by appealing to
the solidarity-establishing function of compliments. At the extfeme ends of
the social distance spectnrm the relationships between people aie much more
certain, she claims, whereas relationships in the middle area are subject to
negotiation and instability, in other words, are more in need of speech acts to
promote solidarity. This premise is directly related both to the fact that
compliments are formulaic and to the fact that we don't recognize them as
such. To serve their solidarity enhancing function, 1) compliments must be
recognized as compliments (for we have seen that among different peoples
what is recognized as a compliment can vary considerably), and 2)
compliments must be couched in a generic linguistic form which will not
3 It i. ir,tu.""tiog to note that while the Bulge Theory appears to be supported in AE data,
Lee reports a difference in HCE compliment usage. As we have seen above, in contrast with
AE speakers, Lee's data indicate that HCE speakers frequently compliment those with whom
they share a close and/or intimate rclationship.
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stress social difference and thereby undermine thr
seek to promote. Because thev are ro.-,,uJ", ;ilffiltJH#:rf"J,
these demands; but beca
theaddresseecu,'"""uo,ffi lu',t1i,,1:::ffffi ."T,ffi;"Ji"tffiT"'
.,,"- ;;il""'T:',lt:r?,: t"ot:' comp liment resp ons es (Cns ), exariinin g
worktoresorve*"**;i;:*::ln:r":j;il:,#rlTHff"r,::#;*
that recipients of compliments are .""gh,-;;"en the socioringuisticexpectations that, on the one hand, -you should agree with yourconversationalpartner, 
lld: o" the.other,ih"* you shouli avoid p."i";;yourself. The conflict arises.because in accepting u compliment, one is guiltyof self-praise; however, in. rejecting u '.ffir*"rrt, one is guilty ofdisagreement with the complimenter. ;o_".u;;;;
compliment response types which deal in varying ;t"HlT;tTt"":Hrij
constraints imposed by chained actionsi Jrrd pr"f"rrud responses.Conversation analysts and pragmaticists in subse-quent work have built onher categorization schema. 6
With regard to the culfural implications of compliments, interestingwork has been done by Herbert (198i and frrOj 
""0 Herbert and Straightn, 
i*"9 sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1977) makes a parallel argument in his discussion of
3#1"?ff"Ti!::i:,:y",;f :"T":"'::r+;iffiF;ff ;:.ili'',".uu.1.;;fi ";i;;;p.";;,'t#'".il;J#l.il.jffl:d the girts aPPear sPontaneous and the 
"-p**;
' Pomerantz distinguishes betw€en.,,action chains,, and ..adiacency pairs,, thus: tn the caseof adjacency pairs, ',iI a recognizable t.'" pJ:p*'" priir::,;:;"" 
"0"" thar producrion itssecond pair-part is conditionallv.relevant. Witfr ,actiJi 
"f,Jr,"]i *f,u, ,, U"ing proposed is thatli'lillfa iirii;!]fl 5"'-o;'' '" " * "'r"' ii' i"" ;:';";' i ",,r," *"riil"iil .i"i i,.- ",6 ronelalljrrfa) proposes the following taxonomy:
1. Acceptances
a. Appreciation Token
b. Agreement
2. Rejections/ Disagreement
3. Self-Praise Avoidance Mechanisms
a. praise Downgrades
i. agreement
ii. disa$eernent
b. Referent Shifts
i. reassignment
ii. retum
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(1.989), whose work builds on and offers support for pomerantz's theory.
Herbert and Straight's data, consistin g of 1,062 C,/CR exchanges among
English-speaking university students at the State University of .New york at
Binghamton and among white, native English-speaking students at the
University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa, show that
Americans are much more likely to offer compliments than are South
Africans, and are also more apt not to accept compliments. As explanation of
this behavior, Herbert and Straight argue that "Americans give more
compliments because they believe more in the inherent worth and equality of
all human beings, and south Africans accept more compliments because they
believe more in their superiority to other human beings" (1.9g9; 35). This is
intelligible in terms of Pomerantz's argument about the conflicting principles
of agreement with others and avoidance of self-praise. If the social function of
a compliment is to establish solidarity in an egalitarian society, then it is
incumbent on the recipient of a compliment to downplay his/her ,good, in
order not to appear superior to the complimenter. If, on the other hand, a
society is elitest, as is South African society, and white members see
themselves as superior to others, accepting compliments is consistent with
this seu-image. similarly, in elitist south African society, where solidarify is
already established among the dominant whites, complimenting does not
need to serve this function. Deprived of its solidarity-enhancing function, we
might predict that compliments would occur less frequently. In support of
this hypothesis Herbert and straight assert that "south African collectors
reported difficulty in finding situations in which they felt it was 'natural' to
produce compliments in order to elicit compliment-responses for analysis"
(1,989;40). trdeed the disparify between the 492 compliments bollected in
south Africa and the 1069 collected in the united states suggests that
compliments are far less frequent in the former than in the latter. These
conclusions, as well as Lee's HCE data, imply that complimenting behavior is
not just a function of language group, but more specifically of socio-cultural
community.
Further revelations of societal values derive from an examinAtion of the
gender of compliment givers and receivers. Holmes (1988), Herbert (19gg,
1990) and Miles and Yangyuen (199L), report very similar data with regard to
gender distribution of compliments. All find that women both give and
receive many more compliments than men. In addition, all find that of the
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four possible gender pairings for compliment exchanges , by far the most
common is F-F. wolfson (1984) does not offer statistics but tacitly implies that
women are at least the primary compliment recipients. she contends that the
predominance of compliments to women may be explained by the socially
subordinate status of women which makes them subject to societal judgments
and allows them to be patronized with compliments. Holmes (19gg) counters
that compliments to women are not belittling strategies but, rather, serve as
markers of solidarity among females. Men, she argues, are less likely to be
offered compliments because males are more likely to perceive compliments
as face threatening acts. Holmes does not probe wlry this may be so, but she
enumerates evidence supporting her assertion that compliments are, in fac!
both used and perceived differently by the two genders (462-g). Herbert
(1990) reiterates Holmes' contention that compliments serve differing
functioru for men and for women, but makes no reference to FTAs.
Analyzing their compliment data from two perspectives, Miles and
Yangyuen (1991) offer an interpretation of the gender distribution of
compliments noted above that both reconciles and develops Holmes' and
wolfson's apparently contradictory stances: Miles and yanguen find that not
only do women both give and receive the majority of compliments, but that
women are far more likely to receive compliments on physical appearance,
while men are more apt to be complimented on achievement/performance.
Analyzing the functions that compliment-giving serves for men and women
respectively, Miles and Yangyuen concur with Holmes that women 
- 
unlike
men -- use compliments principally as rapport enhancing strategies.
However, they argue, this is not inherently in conflict with wolfson's position
that compliments may also have a negative side for women. Interpreting the
societal oalues expressed by the data, Miles and yangyuen claim that the
predominance of compliments to women on appearance both reflects and
serves to perpetuate the stereotype of women in a passive, omamental role.
Such complimenting behavior, they contend, suggests that while men are
valued for their intelligence and accomplishments, society values women for
their beauty, not their brains. They conclude that
The societal value interpretation of the data (a different
standard for valuing men and women) in no way negates the
functional interpretation (women's use of compliments as
97
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solidarity generating strategies); the two can, and do, exist as
simultaneous realities and offer insight into the richness and
complexity of human interactions. There is however, a special
irony in the juxtaposition of these two particular
interpretations. For . . . in the very act of generating the
positive mutual support that accompanies solidarity, women
by repeatedly and primarily complimenting each other on
their physical appearance are reinforcing an archaic set of
values that emphasizes women's looks and devalues women's
intellectual abilities (199I; 26).
Research to date has only begun to explore the relationships between
complimenting behavior and gender. Although there seems consensus-at
least regarding English-speaking communities-that women are more
frequent participants in compliment exchanges than are men and that
compliments serve different functions for the two genders, little has been
published on the reasons this speech act is both used and perceived so
differently by the two sexes. At least in part, this lacuna is likely a function of
the data collection methods employed. The standard methodology of
recording and analyzing compliments overheard and elicited gives good
insights into what people say, but is less illuminatihg as to why they say it.
In the present study I will attempt to remedy this deficit by supplementing
the traditional data collection methods with in-depth interviews with both
men and women regarding the interviewees' experiences with and
perceptions conceming the motivations and functions served by compliments
and compliment responses. Illuminating the underlying causes of gender-
based distinctions will also allow us to examine more fully the societal values
inherent in complimenting behavior. To this end this study proposes the
following research questions:
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What do women/men compliment on?
2. Does the gender of the recipient affect the nature of the
compliment?
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3. Does the gender of the recipient affect the nature of the response?4. What sociolinguistic conventions does complimenting behavior
exemplify?
5. What functions do compliments serve?
6. What societal values does the interacfion between the complimenter
and the complimentee reflect?
METHOD
Subjects
The subjects for this study are residents of Santa Cruz, asmall butcosmopolitan city on the central Califomia coast, boasting a population ofsome 50,000. The subjects are both male and female of lruiior.r, 
"gur,ethnicities, and socio-economic stafuses. Compliment and response data werecollected from interactions between intimates, friends, acquaintances, andstrangers' 
'r 
addition, six individuars were interviewed. The interviewees,
ranging in age from 22 to 5L years, were balanced for gender and age, andrepresent a variety of professions:
1. CvT: Female, age 50, agro_ecology program coordinator, University
of Califomia, Santa Cruz.
2. RS: Female, age 2g, environmental
Santa Cruz.
health inspector, County of
3. MA: Female, age 23, ocean lifeguard/junior lifeguard instructor,
State of Califomia.
4. GB: Male, age 51, university professor, University of California,
Santa Cruz.
5. BA: Male, age 27, firehghter, State of California.
6. CH: Male, age 22, graduating university senior, University of
Califomia, Santa Cruz.
Materials and Procedures
A corpus of 308 compliment/response exchanges was collected vianatural observation, i.e., collectors recorded spontaneous
compliment/compliment response exchanges, and via elicitation, i.e.,
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collectors issued compliments as naturally as possible and recorded the
resultant exchanges. A total of 398 compliments and 462 compliment
responses were counted. Because compliment exchanges frequently
incorporated multiple compliments and even more frequently generated
multiple responses, and because these compliments and resPonses were
counted individually, the number of responses recorded is greater than the
number of compliments, and the number of each is greater than the number
of exchanges. Universify of California, Santa Cruz students enrolled in a
TESOL class aided in the collection of the compliment/compliment resPonse
(C/CR) data.7 These students' participation not only permitted the
collection of a larger corpus than would have been possible by a single
researcher, but also provided C/CRs from a more comPrehensive array of
Santa Cruz contexts and, especially important since one focus of this study is
the relationship between C/CR and gender, the TESOL students' participation
provided a better balance of male and female data collectors. The format
utilized for the collection of data (see Appendix 1) was designed to encourage
and facilitate the recording of compliment exchanges more extensive than
simple adjacency pairs. The data collectors were trained in the use of the
procedure and instructed to record on the form provided as soon and as
accurately as possible the exact words used in the C/CR exchange. ln
addition, they were advised to include in narrative form as fulI a description
and as many details of the context as seemed relevant.
To generate the interview data, I drew up a list of eleven open-ended
questions (see Appendix 2) which defined the basic scope and structure of
each discussion. However, as interviewees' answers varied considerably in
length, form, clarity, and content, during conversations I contributed
additional questions and/or restatements of the interviewees' wdrds in order
to clarify, develop, and probe more deeply the intent of the speaker. In doing
so, I made every effort not to anticipate answers or to pose leading questions.
7 I would like to express my appreciation to the following students for their help in data
collection: |ames Alley, Michelle Bates-Benetua, Nicolas Bekaer! Barbara Anne Bloun! Anh
Bo, William Bryant, Christopher Clemmens, Katherine Davis, Elizabeth Dunham, Jocely.n
Evans, Leslie Feinberg, Anna Gates, Keith Glasser, Michael Hein, Rachael Mark, Shelby
McKean, Christopher Meyer, Christopher Rado, Susan Renison, Usa Rose, David Rothschild,
Nicole Sager, Carol Ann Shulnan, Mya Tasha Thomburgh, Ellen Wallace, Erin Weiser, and
Susan Woolley.
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Analysis
The C/CR data were categorized into one or another of fourcompliment categories adapted from Holmes (19gg). Eight responsecategories were adapted from pomeran tz (197g) and Herbert (19g9) (seeTables L and 2). All compliments and compliment 
.."po^r"s were read bytwo trained evaluators with a resultant interrater reliability .n,te of g2.450/o.After the categorization, a frequency count was .o_prr"a and the percentagescomputed.
Table I
Four compliment categories (adapted from Holmes 19gg)
1,.
2.
J.
4.
Physical Appearance
Achievement/performance
Personality/Character
Possessions
Eight response categories ("d"pr"Jf:.1:tmerantz 1978 and Herbert 1989)
1. Acceptance
2. Agreement
3. Disagreement
4. Selfaraise avoidance
5. Retum compliment
6. Comment history
7. Non-verbal response
8. No response
The following samples from the data exemplify the four compliment
and eight response categories:
IL
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L
| .c.. ComplimentsE L Physical Appearance
I (f) A: What aPrettY dress!L B: Thanks!
I tzl A: Your new haitcut really looks nice.L B: Thank you; I'm begiruring to like it.
IL 2. AchievernenUPerformance
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
I
(3) L: lal<e,you sang sowelltonight!
. B: You really think so?
(4) A: Great shot!
B: Luckyshot!
3. Personality/Character
people around You.
B: Itry.
(6) A:You are such a saeety.
B: (Smile.)
4. Poegessions
@ A: Thisis areallyneatcar.
B: Oh, you like the Blazer, huh?
(8) A: Your house is oery mmfortabk.
B. Yes, yet we'd prefer more light.
t B. ComplimentResponses
1. Acceptance(9) A: Whatabeautituldog!
B: Thankyou.
(10) A: Your ring is beautiful.
B: Oh,thmb.
(5) A; You arc oery compassionate and sensi\ioe to the
!
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2. Agreement
(11) A: I love your car.
B: So ilo I.
(12) A: Good thing you're such a good studmt.
B: ymh,youpiclced the right peison,huh!
3. Diaagreement
(13) A; I like it.
B: No, it's still not ight.
(14) A: you have a very clean house, B.
B: Oh, no! It's a mess right now!
4. Self-praise avoidance
(15) A: This is deliciousl
B: It,s not so hmd to malce.
(16) A: your slide show was great!
B:. I utas very nercous.
5. Return complirnent
Gn !, You're good mSdicine! you always make me laugh!
. 
B: you are the inspiration of my wit.
(18) A: How wonderful it is to hear your voice when you
call.
B; you lmma I looe talking to you,
6. Comment hiotory
(19) A: This is pretty (touching purse). I like that.
B: My mother sateil it.
(20) A: I really like your collander.
B: I got it at Orchard Supply.
7. Non-verbal nesponse
(includes a smile, laughter, strug, nod, gesture, etc.)
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
a
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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(21) A: You're the perfect couple, my ideal!
B: 6mile')
(22) A: It was delicious and it's all gone!
And You never use reciPes, either!
B: (Nods agreement.)
8. No response
(23) A: Oooh! Those are wonderful shoes!
B: ---
(24) A: Your hair looks nice tied back.
B: --
Three C/CR patterns emerge from an analysis of the data (the small
number of three-person interchanges being discarded):
1. sinple complirnenUresPonse-an unelaborated adjacency pair in
which the compliment and response illustrate a single type within
their respective categories, (e.g., examples (3) and (4) above).
2. combination compliment and/or response-a two-turn exchange in
which either the compliment or the resPonse or both include
examples from more than one category; for example:
(25) A: B., this is wonderful! (of dessert B. has made)
[achievement /performance]
You were really thoughtful to bring it. [personality]
B: (Smile.) [non-verbal response]
(26) A: I like the hair. [appearance]
B: Thank you. [acceptance]
I didn't think I would, [comment history], but I like
it, too. [agreement]
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multiple-turn compliment/response_an expanded exchange
involving more than a two-tum interaction and typically includiig
more than a single compliment and/or co-ptiment response type.(Exchange (27) took place between a femaleloss (A) and a female
employee (B)):
99
A: r fe.el privilegcd; you guys are great! [performance]
?, I"tt,-"r"ally like you. [.etu.i compiiment]A: Thanks. [acceptance]
Therb's a very wann feeling here. [retum compliment]B: You are a hard worker. [retum compliment] '
A: I.wish I had long legs like yours. [appearance]B: Your legs are nice. [retum compliment]
A: No, they aren't. [disagreement]I could never wear pants like those (indicating B,s).[retum compliment]
B. Olu brother! [self_praise avoidance]
tr calculating numbers and percentages of tokens within the various
c ,/ CR 
_ 
categories, compliments and ,"rpo.ru, are counted individualy,
regardless of the pattem or combination *ithir, *hi.h u,r"y occurred. In other
words, combination, and multiple.tum exch;rnges are broken down into their
component parts and each part is counted separately, as illustrated in
examples (25)-(28) above.
en
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PART L: The Numerical Data
Compliment exchanges
The 308 compliment exchanges recorded in the Santa Cruz data each
fall into one of the three major categories: 1) simple compliment/compliment
response,2) combination compliment md/or response, and 3) multiple turn.
While simple compliment/compliment 
."rpo.rr" exchanges occurred in
almost equal proportions with multiple turn exchanges, when we combine
Q8)
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multiple tum with combination exchanges, it is clear that the large majority of
exchanges recorded consist of more than simple adjacency pairs. (See Table 3)
Table 3
Compliment Exchanges bY Category*
Patterns Number Percent
1. Simple C/CR tr7 37.99%
2. Combination 72 23.38%
3. Multiple Tum Ir9 38.&%
TOTAL 308 100.01olo
Combination plus
MultipleTum
191 62.02%
-Note, Percent"ges are rounded off to the nearest hundredth
with the result that columns do not always total exactly 100%.
Table 4
Compliments according to gender of Participants*
Complimenter 
- 
Complimentee Number Percent
1. Female-Female (F-F) 215 54.02%
2. Female.Male (F-M) 79 L9.85%
3. Male-Female (M-F) 78 19.60%
4. Male-Male (M-M) 26 6.53%
TOTAL 398 100.00%
*Note: Percentaqes are rounded off to the nearest hun :lredg
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Compliments
Of the four possible gender pairings, F_F compliments far outnumberthe other three pairings combined, 
"orrrtiirfir,g ZtS of Sgl,or more than S4o/oof the total. M-M compliments, in contras, represent by far the smallestnumber, consisting of only 26 compliments, or about 6.s% ofthe total. M_Fand F-M compliments 
^occur 
in virtually identical proportions, eachrepresenting just under 20olo of the total. (See Table 4)
Looking at who glaes compliments (without regard to gender ofreceiver), we find that in the SanS Cruz study women g ave 294, nearly 74oh ofthe total 398 compliments recorded, while men issued only L04 or about 260/".In this study, then, the ratio of compliments paid by females and malesrespectively is almost 3 to L. Turning next to'*ho ,ereiors compliments(without regard to gender of giver), it is clear that v
more prorific compriment givers, but arso the *.;til"?":;::Lfrll*:
recipients, receiving in the Santa Cruz data a total of 293, nearly 74o/", of allcompliments recorded. tr
44) contrast, men received only about 26/o. (see Table
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Table 4,A,
Compliments according to gender of giver and recipient
LO2 MILES
These complirnent data concur with the findings of Holmes (1988),
Herbert (1990), and Miles and Yangyuen (1991) in demonstrating that women
both give and receive more compliments than men. They also echo the
findings of Holmes (1988) that M-M compliments are a relative rarity' My
overall conclusion, then, that compliments are a female-dominated
phenomenon, is consonant with the findings of all previous AE
complimenting studies.
Table 5
Interaction between compliment topic and gender of complimenter*
ComplimentTopic F Rank M Rank
1.. Physical Appearance 139 47.28 1 50 48.08 t
2. Achievement /
Performance
101 34.35 2 32 30.77 2
3. Personality/
Character
36 t2.24 ,t L7 t6.u J
4. Possession 1.8 6.12 4 5 4.81 4
TOTAL 294 99.99 104 100.00
*Note: Percentages are rounded off to the nearest hundredth with the result
that columns do not always total exactly 100%.
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Table 6
hteraction between compliment topic and gender of recipient*
Compliment Topic F Rank M Rank
1. Physical Appearance 137 46.76 1 52 49.52 1
2. Achievement/
Performance
95 32.42 2 38 36.19 2
3. Personality,/
Character
43 L4.68 J 10
5
9.52 J
4. Possession 18 6.r4 4 4.76 4
TOTAL 293 100.00 105 99.99
-Note:
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"t Uthat columns do not always total exactly 100%.
Tuming to a consideration of the gender distribution of complimentsby topic, however, we find- a major divJrgen"" f.o_ Miles and yangyuen(1991)' Their Hawai'i data demonstrate th; the women in that study were
considerably more likely to be complimented on physical appearance while
men were more apt to be praised for achievement/performance. By contrast,in the Santa Cntz data, compliment distribution ly rfp" is startlingly similar
among males and females both in terms of the types of compliments the twogenders give and the types of compliments they receive. Rank ordered interms of frequency, most common for both genders are compliments onphysical appearance followed in descending ori. by achieaemeni/performance,
personality/character, and finany possessiozs, a phenomenon to which we will
retum shortly. (See Tables 5 and 6)
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Compliment resPonses
With regard to comPliment resPonses in Santa Cruz,
women are more likely to accept a compliment than to
both men and
answer with a
response from one of the seven other compliment resPonse categories,
regardless of the gender of the complimenter. while acceptances seem
universally popular, the frequency of other resPonse options appears to be a
more complex function not only of the topic of the compliment, but also of the
respective genclers of the complimenter and complimentee. The second most
common resPonse in F-F exchan ges is comment history, comprising about
21o/" ol fesponses in such pairings, followed in third place by self-praise
aaoidance which constitutes only about 15% of women's resPonses to women'
By contrast, in all the other tfuee gender pairings the frequency of comment
history and setf-praise atsoidance are reversed, with the latter comprising
roughly 26"h or 27"h of the responses. The considerable use ol comment
history rcsponses by women to women lends support to the contention that
females frequently use compliments among themselves as rapport-enhancing
strategies. In fact, if we pursue this idea and focus on the two resPonses most
consistent with rapport enhancement, i.e. return compliments and comment
history, we find that in F-F exchanges these resPonses account fot fully 27%
of CRs in contrast with only 15% in F-M exchanges, 12% in M-F exchanges,
and a mere 47o in M-M exchanges. What is particularly interesting here is that
the choice of response apPears to be not solely a function of the gender of the
speaker of that response, but even more a function of the gender of the person
to whom the response is addressed. h suPPort of this observation, note that
while women use a rapport-enhancing resPonse with other women futly 27oh
of the time, the percentage drops to only 12% when women reply to
compliments from men. In addition, while men employ rapport-enhancing
responses in conversations with other men a scant 4"h of the time, the
proportion leaps to 15% when men respond to compliments fiom women.
(See Tables 7 andTA)
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Interaction Between Compliment Response Type and Gender of participants*
*Note: Percentages are rounded off to the nearest hundredth with the result
that columns do not always total exactly 100%.
1
I
I
Complement Response
Typ"
F_F F_M M_F M_M
1.. Acceptance 94
35.340/,
23
2738%
30
33.71%
11
47.83%
2. Agreement 19
7.74%
7
8.330/"
5
5.62%
2
8.70%
3. Disagreement 8
3.01y"
1
1.79%
5
5.62%
1
4.35%
4. Self-praise avoidance 40
1,5.040/0
23
2738%
24
26.97%
6
26.09%
5. Retum compliment L6
6.02yo
2
2.38%
1
L.12./"
0
0.00%
6. Comment history 56
2L.05y.
11
13.10%
10
11..24"/"
1
4.35%
7. Non-verbal response 24
9.020/"
8
9.52%
11
t2.36%
1
4.35%
8. No response 9
3.38%
9
1,0.7L%
J
3.370/"
1
4.35%
TOTAL 266
100.00%
84
99.99%
89
100.01%
26
r00.02%
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Table 7A
Interaction between compliment resPonse tFPe and gender of compliment
recipient
Compliment Response
Type
F Rank M Rank
1. Acc'eptance 724 34.93 1 34 3't.78 1
2. Agreement 24 6.76 5 9 8.4L 5
3. Disagreement t3 3.66 7 2 1,.87 6
4. Self-Praise Avoidance 64 18.03 ,l 29 27.10 2
5. Retum Compliment 17 4.79 6 2 1,.87 6
6. Comment History 66 18.59 2 12 tt.2l 3
7. Non-verbal Response 35 9.86 4 9 8.41 5
8. No response t2 3.38 8 1.0 9.35 4
TOTAL 355 100.00 707 100.00
"Note: Percentages are rounded off to the nearest hundredth.
Thus, it appears that those resPonses which actively involve the
compliment recipient as a participant in the process of creating raPPort are
most likely to be used in F-F exchanges, least likely to be used in M-M
conversations, and much more likely to be used lo women by both gerrders
than fo men. Given these observations, it is perhaps not surprising that the
CR strategy least likely to encourage rapport (i.e., no response which offers
neither verbal nor even non-verbal acknowledgement that a compliment has
been given,) is used proportionately more often by men.
The foregoing observations suggest that there is a tacit
acknowledgment among members of both genders that compliments and
their responses function differently with men and women, and that C/CRs
are more likely to act as vehicles for rapport enhancement with women than
withmen.
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Most of the findings of this study parallel the results obtained in otherEnglish-speaking communities. The more interesting findings which derivefrom the present numerical data may be summarized as follows:
1. Women both give and receive by far the largest number of
compliments, a finding consistent with all other studies to date ofEnglish speakers, use of compliments.
2. Both genders most often accept compliments, and both men and
women frequently reply with s elf_praise-aaoiilance.
3. Men, especially when talking with other men, do not frequently
engage in compliment exchanges, and when they do, tend not to
encourage such exchanges by returning compliments or by offering
comment history. Irr fact, men in Santa Cruz are more likely than
women merely to ignore a compliment altogether by simply not
responding to it. The marked infrequency of M_M compliments is
consonant with the findings of Holmes (1ggg,Ig}g),and Lee (1990),
and to a lesser degree, Herbert (7ggg,7gg0).
4. In contrast with the above similarities in findings, the Santa Cruzdata diverge with regard to the distribution of compliments bytopic. In contrast with intuitive expectations and with Miles andYangyuen's (1991) Hawai'i data, the women in the Santa Cruz
community are rof complimented primarily on appearance, and
"#f ::,rffi :r,i:T.$'JJil"I'."#ffi :ffi;**:
unexpectedly evenly distributed among men and women, each
gender receiving compliments in the same order of frequency.
We will retum to this unexpected finding directly, but first let us note
that the numerical data have provided ,"rpor,r", to the first two research
questions: 1. what do women/men compliment on? In santa cruz the two
genders follow identical rank order pattems with regard to proporfions of
compliments given in 
. 
the four compliment categories, receiving
compliments-in descending order of frequency_on physicat npproronri,
1-08 h/tu-Es
achieoement/performance, chatacter/personality and possessions (Table 5)' 2'
Does the gender of the recipient affect the nature of the compliment? In
contrast with the conclusions of Miles and Yangyuen's (1991) 'research, the
Santa Cruz data clearly suggest that in the Santa Cruz community gender is
not significant in determining the type of compliment received (Table 6).
This divergence demands explanation. Specifically, why do the Santa
Cruz findings contradict the conclusion of the Hawai'i study that women are
valued in our society more for their beauty than for their brains, while men
are valued primarily for accomplishment/achievement rather than
appearance?
I suggest tJrat the reason for this discrepancy lies in the unique
character of Santa Cruz and in the values that both a majority of its residents
and of the outside world perceive it to embody. Santa Cruz has a long history
of social awareness and political activism directed towards eradicating the
social, political, and economic inequities that frequently exist between men
and women in contemporary American society. As evidence of Santa Cruz'
deserved reputation as a feminist Mecca, one has only to cite the number and
variety of female-run and/or female'supportive institutions which this small
community of approximately 50,000 is home to. A directory of women's
organizations compiled by the University of Califomia Wolnen's Center
currently lists 157 local, county, state, national, and intemational feminist
groups in Santa Cruz. These organizations include such diverse focuses as
education, business, health care, politics, law, parenting and childcare,
joumalism, crafts, protective services, and information networking. Some of
the more interesting groups include Women in Building and Design, whose
1991 brochure lists 62 local female architects, building contractors, carPenters,
engineers, consulting geologists, tile installers, wood workers and real estate
developers, (among other specialties); Women's Crisis Support, offering
round-the-clock assistance; Media Watch, an organization under the
leadership of feminist Ann Simonton which monitors and responds to media
pronouncements and political action related to women's issubs; the city-
sponsored Commission for the Prevention of Violence Against Women; the
University of Califomia, Santa Cruz Women's Studies Department; the Santa
Cruz Women's Health Center, run by and for women; the Older Women's
League; the Community Credit Union, run and supported largely by women;
Women Against Rape, which maintains a 24-hout hotline; a separate
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organization named Men Against Rape; a large number of day_care centers,about a dozen of which are nonprofiq Slsterhood Contact; a SexualHarrassment generar information hotline; the Reproductive Rights Network,
which lists 3L member organizations; Woman.'ann; Sisterspirit Bookstore
and Coffehouse; Women]n_Sllnce; Las Mujeres, a Spanish speaking women,sgroup; the University of california women's Center; the cabrit-o colregeWomen's Center; the Women Lawyers, Association, which publishes adirectory of women lawf11 in Santa Cruz County; and until recently whenits owner-editors moved from Santa Crur, AInt ir, a nationally knownfeminist newsmagazine.
addition, a quick. survey of the october & 1992 issue of Good rimes,the local news and entertainment weekly, reveals 20 events and/or 
_u"tirrg,of free programs by and for women during that calendar week alone. Asampling includes ,,The Originals, Wome., L Art,,; Women,s Self_Defense;
-D. 
omestic Violence Support-Group; a debate sponsored by the League ofwomen voters; "A... My Name is Arice", a feminist musical review; ameeting of the Barnraisers, a women,s labor collective; Dykes on Bykes; three
Pregnant women's support groups, and three incest survivor support groups.In Santa Cruz politics, too, women have had conside-*ble impuct.Women have been generously represented on the Santa Cruz City Council,and in recent years Santa Cruz has had three female mayors (fane Weed,Mardi Wormhoudt, and Jane yokoyama,) as well as two male mayors (Bruce
van Allen and Mike Rotkin,) who are self-designated ,,sociarist-feminists.,,
The strength and tradition of feminist influer,"" ir,"s"r,t" Cruz is evidenced inLichtenstein's (l9g}) lvIs. Magazine, article, ,,Should you move to Santa
cruz? A tough look at a 'Feminist utopia"'(53-60). A decade ago Lichtenstein
wrote that "the most important accomplishment of the santa Cruz feminist
community is its power to demand and get attention and money from localgovemment for instifutions, such as the health collective and the crisis center.
The reason is that women exert a strong influence on the election of officials
sympathetic to their needs" (5g).
A more flamboyant achievement of the santa Cruz feminist
community was the r.986 removal from santa cruz oI the Miss carifornia
Pageant, an event entrenched here for the preceding 62 years. Arguing that
parading bathingsuit clad female bodies is p.o*oti.,g sexist values and
"presenting a stereotype that's hurting people" (cited in watson 19g4), activist
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Ann simonton helped organize a counter-event, "The Myth california
Pageant.., Susan Dubin, a ''hefty Protestor'' (Watson 1984) scantily covered in
a size S4bikini, and a number of topless females led several hundred other
demontrators including members of the California Anti-Sexist Men's Political
caucus past the civic Auditorium to protest the Miss california Pageant
being staged there. This demonstration pointedly opposed defining women
in terms of physical appearance, the very value reflected in a predominance of
compliments to women on their looks.
Regular testimony to feminist ideals has created a uniquely welcoming
and supportive environment in Santa Cruz for women' Karen Zelin, co-
manager of the local community credit union says that "Women are more
accepted as equal here than any place I've ever seen" (cited by Lichtenstein
1983; 58). Given such a social environment it is not surprising that in Santa
Cruz compliments are distributed evenly by topic among both genders rather
than, as in the Hawai'i data, men being singled out for their accomplishments
and women for their appearance.
Moving on to the next research question, we find that in addition to
answering the first two, the numerical data answer the third question as well:
3. Does the gender of the recipient affect the nature of the response? The
answer here seems to be both "no" and "yes." The numbers indicate that
compliment recipients of both genders frequently reply with accePtance
and/or self-praise aooidance; however, women are considerably more likely
than men to reply with a rapport-enhancing resPonse (comment history
and/or return complimenf ) especially in conversation with other women,
while men are more likely than women to discourage further exchange with
no fesponse,
These last findings, while providing a nominal answer to the third
research question are, nonetheless, unsatisfying in that they do not explain
wlry these convergences and divergences in men's and women's respective
compliment response pattems exist. Similarly, the numerical data offer no
insights rnto why there exists in English language compliment research a
recurring pattern of women both giving and receiving compliments more
frequently than men. Nor do the numerical data explain why M-M
compliment exchanges are rare. The underlying causes of these phenomena
are embedded in sociolinguistic conventions, in the functions that
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compliments serve for men and women, respectively, and in the values of oursociety 
- 
topics addressed in the interview data. *" 
""r, 
anticipate that therlsights afforded by the interview data will ilruminate the reasons behind thephenomena established by the numerical aut,- ff,"ruforu, let us fum now tothe interview data in order to answer the three final research questions: 4)ilr'hat sociolinguistic conventions does 
^comptimenting 
behavior exemp lity? S)what functions do compliments serve? urra o) wr,ui rocietal values does the
,T::::i,""yffi 
jHr"T::Hil,ff ;l*l*l**:lm:lfunctions, and societal values by exploring"the i.ff"_O,g q""rtions in order:
O. lo* do sociolinguistic conventions explain why men and wohenshare a strong tendency to accept con pliments and/ or aaoiil self_praise?
B. l4lhat functions of cc
the literature? 
rmpliments have been previously discussed in
C. How does the Santa,Cruz interview data expand and exemplifythese previously noted functions?
D. l /hat additional compliment functions emerge from the Santa Cruzinterview data?
E. What societal values are reflected in the data?
Part 2: The Interview Data
A: Sociolinguistic conventions and the frequency among both genders
of accEtance and self-praise avoid"nce r"spooses
In addressing the question of why men and women strongly tend to
accept compliments and/or respond with self_praise aaoiilance,it i"r importantto note that in the interview data, both genders indicated potential
embarrassment from compriments. This response is predictable because, as
we have seen, the act of complimenting creates a dilemma for the recipient:
Agreement contravenes convention by invoking self_praise; denyini the
compliment violates convention by causing non_agre€ment.
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The resultant embarrassment caused by trying to accommodate
conflicting demands is exemplified in the following excerpt from MA's
transcript:
Interviewer: Can you think of another compliment that somebody
gave you recently? And, again, the exact words if
possible.
Tu es trds jolie! [You are very pretty.] (Embarrassed
laughter.)
Who said that to you?
A friend of mine at the pool. It was kind of a joke, but ...
(pause)
Was it a guy or a girl?
A guy.
Do you think he meant it?
Yeah.
MA:
Interviewer:
MA:
hrterviewer:
MA:
Interviewer:
MA:
.
In this exchange MA's evident discomfort is reflected both by the
embarrassed laughter which accompanies the retelling, and by the attempt to
undermine the compliment by presenting it as "kind of a joke," although she
subsequently admits that the complimenter was sincere.
Another example of compliments causing embarrassmelt is noted in
the interview with BA. BA specifies that for him complimenls on "looks"
might be embarrassing as might a compliment from someone whom he had
just bested. "Like the two of us were going for the same job and I got it and
the other person said, 'Hey, congrafulations! You did a gooH job in the
interview, etc., etc.' Then I might feel a little embarrassed about itl"
Given the conflicting sociolinguistic expectations lnherent in
responding to a compliment, it is perhaps not surprising that tiaro corunon
compliment responses for both genders, i.e., acceptance anh self-praise
aaoiilance, each satisfy at least one of the implicit sociolinguistic demands
while at the same time taking care not grievously to offend the other.
Acceptance is a muted response, less harsh than bald agreement, and
consequently de-emphasizes the offense of implicit self-praise. Self-praise
aztoiilance, which typically refocuses rather than denies credit for the ',good',
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complimented, is, in turn, a softened form of disagreement which thereby
minimizes its violation of the agreement constraint. Although acceptance of a
compliment does not so strongly suggest the self-congratulatory stance that
agreernent does, nonetheless, that such a self-congratulatory feeling may be
inferred is demonstrated in the following remarks by BA: "It's . . . interesting
to see how people react when you compliment their partner, rike a guy on his
girlfriend or vice versa, say: 'Wow! That's a cute girl that you're going out
with.' And they'll say, 'Thanks,' as if they had something to do with it!
(laughter) 
. . .'Thanks. I designed her myselfl,"
However, the yet harsher force of both outright disagreement and
explicit agreemcnt , along with their concommitant results, are illustrated in
the following excerpt from the interview with MA:
I usually get embarrassed when people compliment me. I say,
Thank you,' now, but I used to go, -'Oh, nojno. It,s not true.,{in{ o{ deny it. But that's not very nice really, either, I don,tthink (small laugh). becausl I thinli it could be
misunderstood. Before people would come [sic], 'Gosh! you're
really good. You're a- good lifeguard. ybu'ie a really fast
swimmer.' And I would get embirrassed by it, and so I d say,
'Oh, no. I didn't really do that great. It,s not that good.' AnJ
th91 they yould say, 'Oh, yeah, 6ut you did, you dijt' and they
might misinterpret it as that I want lhem to ieep or, reinforcing
me and saying how great I did. And that's exacily what I didn;i
want. . . . [On the other hand,] if you say, 'Oh, ye'ah, I did. I did
193lly g1e3t ' . . . I think if you say that,'peopleare going to say,
'Wow! I,ly'hat a stuck up person!,','
Here, clearly, the force of both disagreement and agreement are more powerful
than that of their more temporate counterpar ts, self-praise aooidance and.
acceptanc e, respectively.
However, despite the greater tact implicit in acceptance and serf-praise
aaoiilance strategies when contrasted with their more strident alternatives,
agrament and disagreemezf, compliment recipients, unsatisfied with the
limited capacity of either acceptance ot self-praise aaoiilance fully to satisf all
the sociolinguistic demands of responding to compliments, often invoke more
complex and more satis$ring alternatives. Indeed, we have seen in the
numerical data (Table 3) that only 32.99% of the compliment exchanges
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recorded were simple compliment/compliment response adjacency pairs and
tha! by contrast, a fuIt62.0L'h were either combination compliment and/or
compliment response or. multiple-turn interactions. These last typically
involved more than a single compliment response. It is interesting that, while
all of the interviewees, when asked the most common and/or most
appropriate way to reply to a complimmt, suggest, "thank you," as a primary
response, most interviewees nonetheless express some further tendency or
inclination to qualify the bald "thank you". Illustrative examples provided in
the interviews of how informants actually had responded to specific
compliments, as well as other interview observations, suggest a desire to
transcend the either/or choice of satisfying only one of the two sociolinguistic
demands. C[ for example, reports the following exchange with his parents:
"I was talking to them the last couple of days and I just graduated and they
were kind of really proud and all that stuff; so they said things like, 'Oh, we're
so proud of you,' and 'You worked really hard,' and this and that. . . .I said,
'Oh, yeah, thanks a lot.' And I was kind of sarcastic and I said something like,
'Yeah, so I actually passed. Can you believe it?"' CH solves the sociolinguistic
dilemma through the use of sarcasm which allows the literal meaning of his
words to satisfy the agreement requirement, while his tone of voice suggests a
disparagement of the very accomplishment which his words have accepted.
Indeed, the use of sarcasm is a not infrequent masculine compliment regponse
strategy, occurring 14 times in the combined numerical and interview data.
CvT similarly rejects an unadomed "thank you" as an inadequate
compliment response when she says, "Honesty is real important to me, so I
think you should be honest about responding and honestly tell how you feel
and keep honestly in touch with those feelings. I think it's easy sometimes
just to say, 'Olu thanks,' and do it on a real superficial level, just kind of as a
matter of form."
BA starts out by saying that the most appropriate and/or common
response to a compliment is "appreciation in sorne form, like saying,
'Thanks'," but immediately continues with a modification of this simplistic
answer. "Well, it depends. It depends on the kind of complirnent, because it
could . . . be . . .'You guys did a real good job putting out thJt fire,"Well,
thanks, but the captain and engineer did most of the work,' to depreciate
yourself and make it less compliment-worthy almost." It is interesting that
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while the abstract conception of an appropriate response may be a simple
"thanks", when the response is given life by being placed in a context,
informants frequently expand their intuitive reply by adding self-praise
avoidance. This two-part reply, taken as a whole, clearly satisfies the
conflicting expectations of sociolinguistic conventions. It is also noteworthy
that the force of the societal values "agree with your interlocutor,' and "avoid
self-praise" appear to be equally held by both men and women and are not
marked by the gender differences that I will discuss below.
The comments and illustrative examples cited above have illuminated
a basis for the similarities in male and female compliment responses and for
the preponderance of compliment responses by both genders which invoke
acceptance and/ot self-praise aaoidance. As a first step towards exploring the
underlying causes of other phenomena observed in the numerical data, let us
next review the functions of compliments suggested by other researchers.
B: Compliment functions noted in the literature
You will recall that Holmes describes the positive force of compliments
as "social lubricants" (1988;47), and Herbert (19g9) and Manes and wolfson(1981) concur that compliments frequently serve to establish or reinforce
solidarity between interlocutors. Herbert (19g9) expands this concept by
asserting that through compliments speakers not onry establish solidarity
with other individuals but also with the communify by acting ,'in accordance
with norms of sociolinguistic behavior" (2g).8 Manes (19g3) agrees, noting
that compliments serve to reinforce social behaviors. Holmes (19ggf
suggesting a negative aspect of compliments, argues that compliments can
also function as face threatening acts. Thus we have three salient observations
conceming compliment functions:
1. Compliments may serve the positive function of establishing
rapport between individuals.
2. Compliments may promote solidarity with the community by
reinforcing social norms.
8 w" huu" also noted Lee's (1990) argument that complimenting behavior in HCE promotesin-group-solidarity. Rather than treating_this as a separate comilimmting rutrctiotri, we 
-.ythink of this as a form of establishing solidarity with i more narr'owly defiied comm,nity. '
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3. Compliments may function negatively as face threatening acts.
However, to date the compliment riterature has not addrdssed in detail
nor exemplified with specific illustrations the means by which compliments
enact these functions. Nor has the literature examined the wide range of
variation subsumed under each of these three headings. I have sought to
address these deficiencies by complementing the numerical data with in-
depth interviews which explore interviewees' perceptions of compliment
functions and which offer insights into the mechanisms through which
complimenting behavior accomplishes the three functions set out above. Let
us consider next what the santa cruz interviews can tell us about these
functions of compliments, taking the three in order.
C. Exemplification and development of three compliment functions
1. Establishing rapport between individuals
Both the men and the women interviewed offer extended
interpretations as well as illustrative examples of how compliments work to
establish or reinforce rapport between interlocutors. Looking first at the men,s
observations, GB asserts that compliments are:
aacind of gift if you just want to make somebody feel good . . .
[They can also serve] to make contact with somebod]. I *",
thinking about this in terms of surfing. In that kind of jituation,
when you're out in the water with a lot of people that you may
not know, inevitably it's a somewhat competitive situation ani
there's always the potential for conflict oi various sorts. And
one way to try to defuse situations before they begin is to
compliment people on their surfing . . . because if you establish
yourself, establish some sort of relationship, bul even more
specifically-than that establish yourself as a kind of friendly
person, and establish kind of friendly relations of some sort,
then people are less likely to get angry at you if some potential
situation for conflict arises. They're less likely to get angry at
you than if you were a total stranger, a total unknown. So ii's a
way of making a relationship, and in this case is making a
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relationship to forestall future conflicts.
CH, another male interviewee, suggests that compliments help
"continue [a] friendship. If you haven't seen someone for a long time and you
were good friends at one time, I guess the best way to start that friendship
again, or to continue it is to start off with positive words, good words, about
each other. . . .[Compliments] let people know how you feel about them.
Giving compliments, you show you like the person, you care about the
person. . . .it's . . . a conunon way of letting someone know how you feel about
the person." BA echoes this view, stating that in giving compliments people
demonstrate that the complimentee "is special to them in some way."
The women are even more explicit in their contention that a primary
function of compliments is to encourage rapport between individuals. RS
tells us that compliments serve "to connect with other people, to use as a
starting point for a conversation." CvT illustrates this use of compliments in
her report of a conversation she had with a friend. CvT begins the exchange:
"'Gee, I really like that sweater on you, M---. Is it from Ireland?' And M--'s
response was, 'Well, actually my grandmother made it for me, back in the
thirties I think.' And so we talked at length about this gorgeous dark blue
wool sweater that she had gotten from her grandmother."
In another segment of the interview, CvT recounts her first reunion
with a young man whom she has not seen since he was a child. Upon greeting
him after this extended time lapse, her initial move is to compliment ,,this big,
tall, strapping kid" on his height, strength, and beard. In the interview, CvT
describes the young man, j-, and her subsequent interaction with him thus:
]-- in particular is kind of timid, quiet; so iust to reach out and
make that connection just seemed the riglit thing to do. So hejust really opened up and we sat dowriand talled for nearly
two hours, and he even got into a space where he was telling mL
about going into therapy about getting into a relation"ship
because he used to overeat and he was thisecond son, and, you
know, all this stuff comes out. And it felt really good to have
him feel that he was so trusting that he would ope"n himself up
this way to me. So maybg that had somethingio do with juit
the initial connection. .. . . In the context of I__i tthe purpose of
complimentsl was making corurections, something to Llk abou,
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maybe iust open- up the lines of communication so that things
start moving back and forth a little bit.
While CvT stresses here the trust-engendering power of compliments,
MA emphasizes the power of compliments as encouragement strategies in a
variety of contexts: With friends: ',One of the biggest reasons [that people
give complirnents] I think is to make the person that you give the compliment
to happy . . . . Sometimes, if your friend is feeling sort of sad, it's a way of
cheering someone up by saying something nice to them that makes them feel
better about themself [sic]." In teaching situations: "when students do a goodjob, the teacher should compliment them. Any kind of leaming, any place
where someone's learning something, if they get it right or if they make
improvemen! you should compliment them, therefore reassuring their self-
esteem and making them more confident so that they're going to do better.
Little kids should be complimented a lot." And in working-world contexts:
"If you encourage [employees] and compliment them, they're going to do a
better job. . . .[However,] if you always tell them, ,Gosh, what a dunce you are,
and you never do anything right!' . . . they're going to get discouraged, and
they're not going to enjoy their job, and if they don,t enjoy it, why try hard?"
CvT, also, reiterates the value of compliments as support and encouragement
devices, "especially if the person seems vulnerable, or youn$, or a little
uncertain, or self-conscious about something and they need some klnd of
reinforcement."
Under the broad heading of "establishing rapport", then, we find a
rather vast array of sub-functions: Compliments may be gifts to make
somebody feel good; they may represent the compliment-giver as friendly,
defuse potentially competifive situations, and thereby forestall conflic! they
may help to continue an already established friendship; they may let the
recipient know that s/he is special to or cared for by the compliment-giver;
they may serve as starting points for conversation; they may open up the lines
of communication by engmdering trusq they may serve to cheer someone up;
and they may be encouragement strategies to reinforce confidence and self-
esteem. Even this generous array makes no claim to providing an exhaustive
list of rapport-enhancing functions; it merely represents a sample of the
functions spontaneously generated during the present study's interviews.
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2. Promoting solidarity with the community
A second function of compliments which has been noted in the
literature is the capacity of compliments to promote solidarity with the
community by encouraging behavior consonant with societal expectations.
This function, too, is exemplified in the Santa Cruz interview data. Again
turning first to what the men have to say, GB asserts that compliments ',are
ways of control; compliments are ways of directing behavior. In
complimenting something that you approve of, you encourage someone to
behave that way again in the future." BA implies the same relationship
between compliments and behavior reinforcement saying that when people
pay complimmts, "they want the other person to know that they actually like
what they [the compliment recipients] are leaming or what they did. . . . In
my experience at work with student firefighters or lifeguarding when I do
rookie training it's a desire to encourage ttre people that show promise. So
you want to compliment them so that they know what they,re doing right and
can use that to improve themselves." CH sees the act of complimenting, itself,
as a social expectation. Asked why people give compliments, CH replies, "I
think part of it is because they've seen other people do it and they,re used to
that in the social context. Paying someone a compliment is a common thing to
do in our society, and if you're in the right opportunity [sic] to give one, you'll
give one, whether or not you really . . . want to. It's just what you do in that
context." BA also says of compliments that they are sometimes "just reflex
and social convention. "
The women, too, indicate that compliments serve to reinforce social
behavior and values. RS asserts that a compliment ,,could be to reward a
certain behavior, to encourage that type of behavior" and remarks later on
that "at work' . . , if they've accomplished something that I wanted to see
happen and they did it well, I gave a compliment." she illustrates this reward
and consequent behavior reinforcement in her account of the compliment she
paid to a subordinate in the santa cruz County Environmehtal protection
Department "Today at work I complimented one of the clerical staff on their
diplomacy. They were carling someone up and telling them that their check
had bounced [laughs] for their health permit, and they needed to submit
another check. A'.d they did that in a very diplomatic way, expressing it
clearly. so I said, '9--, I was overhearing your conversation. you handled
that very well. You're very diplomatic. Not everyone courd deal with that
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kind of situation as well as you did." MA stresses compliments as behavior
reinforcement particular$ for children: "when I give compliments to kids, I,m
trying to positively reinforce something." And CvT offers examples of
parents' use of compliments to influence their children's behavior and values.
"'Gee, it's really great, E-; you emptied the garbage. I really appreciate that.
You're getting to be so big and helpful.'" And, ,,,Gee, it,s great to see that
you're not smoking [pot] any more. your eyes look so clear."'
In the context of promoting solidarity with the community, then, these
informants again suggest a broad range of compriment uses: compliments
may be "ways of control"; they may delineate successful behavior signaling
"what [compliment recipients] are doing right',; they may be formulaic
expressions of social expectations, "just what you do in that context,,, ',just
reflex and social convention"; they may be "rewards"; and they may be the
positive reinforcement so often employed by such figures of social authority
as teachers and parents.
3, Conpliments as face threatening acts (FTAs)
A third function of compliments which the literature mentions is a
negative one. Although compliments may serve positively to enhance
rapport between individuals or to promote solidarity within a community,
compliments also have the potential to act as face threatening acts (FTAs).
While in the realms of "establishing rapport between individuals', and
"promoting solidarity with the community" we have seen similar uses and
perceptions of compliments by the two genders, in the sphere of compliments
as FTAs we will discover substantial differences between the perceptions of
men and women. We have already noted in our discussion of compliment
responses that compliments can be potential FTAs to both rnales and females
because the quandary imposed by conflicting sociolinguistic expectations may
cause embarrassment to the recipient. However, for many men, the
discomfort caused by compliments goes beyond the awkwardness caused by
these particular social demands. In addition, tlire degree of anxiety associated
with compliments seems much greater for men than for worlen; while both
genders may se€ compliments as FTAs, only men express concerns that
compliments may be (in their own words) "awkward", "risky", even
"dangerous" in other ways as well. Consequently, sometimep compliments
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can make some men "afraid". What are the sources of these apprehensions?
One threat to the recipient, in addition to possible embarrassment, is the
burden of indebtedness. GB, as we have seen above, refers to a compliment
as "a gift", a metaphor that he retums to later in the interview with these
words:
One sometimes accepts compliments. I think even the language
of accepting is significant, because it's like accepting a gift,
accepting an offer. And to accept, implies the assumption of
certain kinds of obligation of reciprocity. You accept a
compliment, and that's why it's effective to compliment
somebody who is a potential competitor in the water on their
surfing, if they accept the compliment. If they ignore you, then
the compliment has not done anything. If they accept the
complimen! they tacitly accept a relationship of some sort, and
it's like a gift in some ways, and it would be churlish of them,
then, thereafter, to act as if they hadn't received something from
you. So to my mind, the word accepting a compliment is
significant. It's not just a dead metaphor. . . . Anytime that
someone accepts a compliment, then I think, to that extent,
they've acknowledged a kind of indebtedness to the person
who's complimented them. And I think that's one of the reasons
you give corrpliments, . . .to make people indebted to you. . .
.You make them indebted to you so that they are obligated now
to do what you want.
But although compliments may cause embarrassment, indebtedness,
and/or obligation for the person complimented, they are not only potentially
threatening to lhe recipienf; the men interviewed indicate that males also
sometimes perceive gioing compliments as a risky undertaking. GB argues
that giving compliments can raise the issue of sincerity, especially for a man.
"There'd be a the risk of being regarded as insincere. And that would be a risk
for a woman, too, but I think it would be less of a risk. That is, if a man and a
woman gave the same number of compliments and kept giving niore and
more and more compliments, I think the point at which a man would be
regarded [as] insincere would come sooner than the point at which a woman
would be regarded as insincere." The issue of sincerity is also addressed by
BA who notes that compliments can be used "for self-gain, like flattery or
tzt
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something like that," and by CH who adds that compliments may serve "the
purpose of getting a compliment back" or "to kiss up to [someone] and get
what you want."
Pursuing the idea of risks associated with giving compliments, CH
suggests that offering compliments to people you don't know well can be
dangerous.
I think people who are more socially close to you will be more
likely to give you a compliment. Because people who you know,
you know them and you know how to gauge what they are
saying. Since you're close, you know the kind of things you can
say to each other, but when there's somebody who's almost a
stranger, you don't know too well, it's kind of risky to tfuow out
a cornpliment which might be taken in the wrong way by
somebody. I think people feel much safer with people they
know. . . . It's the safety factor. You throw something out to
somebody you don't know as well, it might be dangerous for
some people.
And, pointing out the judgmental nature of compliments, GB suggests that
giving compliments to superiors in the social hierarchy can also be risky: "As
a superior to a subordinate, it might be appropriate to say, 'That was a good
job.' As a subordinate to a superior, . . . to say, 'That was a good job'... might
run the risk of implying that you are in a position to judge them, which is . . .
not appropriate."
Perhaps the greatest threat that some men perceive from compliments
is the danger that compliments will undercut their traditional image of
masculinity. Both men and women concur that compliments are typically
perceived as a feminine form of behavior, a perception consonant with the
numerical data. MA asserts that "women compliment women a fair amoun! I
think, but," she states, "I don't think men compliment men verf often. They're
probably the least likely to compliment each other because it's not very macho
[for] . . . a man to compliment a man." Speaking in the context of her father's
unwillingness to accept compliments, CvT suggests the "unmasculine" qualrty
evoked by compliments and remarks on the consequent emotional
vulnerability that compliments can produce for men. "I think men are not
supposed to show soft feelings. They're not supposed to be sensitive.
Traditionally in the macho sense they're supposed to be the strong person that
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is leaned upon. . . .I guess compliments have a softening effect somehow. . .
for the receiver." This perception of a "softening effect" makes sense in the
context of her comment above that compliments may be used to encourage
those who seem "vulnerable," "uncertain," or in "need of some kind of
reinforcement.
These perceptions by women are reinforced by the men's own
testimony. GB reiterates the emotional vulnerability often evoked by
compliments, but this time from the point of view of the compliment giver.
GB: There is clearly in my mind a distinction between the kinds of
complirnents that I find easy to give, like, 'That was a good dinner,'
and the kind of compliments that I find it difficult to give,
sometimes, because they are more important, about what kind of
person you [the recipient] are, and things like that.
Interviewer: So essentially superficial compliments are easier. . .
GB: For me, yeah.
lnterviewer: . . . and more intimate compliments are more difficult.
GB: Yeah.
Clearly, here, it is the emotional involvement and the vulnerability that such
involvement entails that makes compliment giving uncomfortable for some
men. In the following excerpt from the interviews, CH suggests that
male/male compliments on appearance are especially threatening because
they are particularly subject to misunderstanding.
CH: In terms of men complimenting mery a lot of men still have this
thing about having to be masculine, and some compliments that
you might give to another man might not be taken as masculine
enough, or maybe too feminine, like saying something about your
appearance and that you look good. A lot of men are not
comfortable with that.
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Interviewer: So you perceive compliments in some sense to be
feminine.
CH: Yeah. I think a lot of people do.
Interviewer: Can you say any more about that, about why that's tme?
CH: ... It seems like most men would feel that expressing their feelings
that way would not be appropriate. I personally know of people
who (pause) are homophobic, so it kind of ties in with they would
think only a gay guy would say that to a man. I always hear
women talking about other women. If they see a picture of
somebody or someone on TV, a woman, they'll say that she's really
attractive. Men won't say that about men. They're afraid to say that.
If a woman says, 'Oh, is he a good-looking guy?' or something like
that, a guy is really stand-offish on that. . . . Personally I feel more
comfortable complimenting women because from experience I
know that they are more willing to accept it. I know some male
friends of mine who I can feel comfortable complimenting, on
certain things, and other male friends who I wouldn't. That
wouldn't be cool to do that.
CH articulates a powerful explanation of why some men perceive
compliments as FTAs: In our too frequently homophobic society, men who
adopt what is generally perceived to be "feminine" behavior inay fear being
perceived as gay.
If we look, now, at what the women have to say about compliments as
face threatening acts, we find that they say very little indeed. True, both
genders admit potential embarrassment when caught in the sociolinguistic
conflict implied in responding to compliments, as we have seen above. But
/D woman interviewed, in speaking of compliments, uses such loaded
words as "risky", "dangerous", or "afraid", words that we find peppered
throughout the men's transcripts. Also significant is the fagt that the two
negative associations mentioned by a woman occur only in contexts in which
the compliment is either excessive or blatantly inappropriatg, and both are
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compliments receiad; no woman mentions hesitancy about giving
compliments.
RS offers the following two instances of compliments as FTAs, the first
an inappropriate compliment by a male to a married woman, the
second an excessive compliment from inlaws:
RS: Sometimes, if [a compliment] is real focused on the physical, from
another rnan [other than my husband], I feel a sort of invasion, an
awkwardness, [an] inappropriateness. . . . [And] sometimes, with
A-'s [her husband's] family [the compliments] are so thick that it's
a little, almost a responsibility.
Interviewer: When you say thicl do you mean very exaggerated
compliments?
F€l, Very exaggerated, yeah.
[two exchanges omitted here]
lnterviewer: So how do you feel about those?
RS: Again, like it's almost a responsibility to live up to, like if I was
anything other than this extraordinary standard that I maybe
wouldn't be accepted. A sense of responsibility, thert to live up to
it.
But even these negative elements are softened as RS introduces this exchange
by saying that "usually [a compliment] makes me feel good,', and later
interjects the comment,'but overall, I generally like to get compliments
These contrasts between attitudes towards compliments by the two
genders are all the more striking after the similarities between men,s and
women's perceptions that we have noted above. How are we to understand
the gender differences that we have just encountered in the area of
compliments as FTAs, differences which appear unanticipated? In fact, the
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divergences which surface so explicitly in the sphere of FTAs should not catch
us entirely unaware if we have been alert to the nuances of word choice used
by men and women respectively throughout. Backtracking briefly, we can see
that subtle indications reveared in the language, perspectives, and exampres
offered, have already anticipated some significant differences between nr,en,s
and women's attitudes towards compliments and compliment giving even in
the areas of "establishing rapport" and "reinforcing societal values', where we
found apparent unanimify.
Returning to the observations and examples quoted above regarding
these two functions of compriments, we can see that women use such words
as "to connect" (RS), "to reach out"(CvT), ',to open up the lines of
communication"(CvT) "to make the person h"ppy,, (MA), "to reassure [the
recipient'sl self-esteem" (MA), ,,to reward,, (RS), and "to cheer someone up,,(MA). These forms of expression suggest that for women, compliments are
perceived as rapport-enhancing and reinforcement strateg"ies with the focus
on the recipient. The words that women choose suggest that women view the
interchange from the perspective of the recipient's needs and feerings, the goal
of the compliment being to benefit the receiver. These compliments 1re
offerings which neither ask nor anticipate reciprocation, that do not carry the
same burden of obligation that male interviewees have indicated that men
may attach to compliments. In fac! our observations conceming the women's
and men's specific choice of words lead us to
compliments.
two additional functions of
l
D. Additional cornpliment functions suggested by the Santa Cruz
interview data
Compliments from women, it appears, may produce I unexpected
effect. In fact, the women explicitly suggest a fourth and appar€ntly uniquely
feminine function of compliment giving: the selfless pleasure that the act
creates for the giver herself, in effect, a reflexive force. For the women
interviewed, compliments may carry their own reward simply' in the giving.
As MA puts it, "A lot of times you give compliments just becaube you feel like
it." And again, "sometimes if you say something nice to somebbdy else, . . . it
makes you feel good about yourself." Echoing this same idea, CvT comments,
"lf I say, 'Ob P-, that really looks great on you,' I'm getting a certain amount
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of joy from that." She later reiterates this idea even more vividly, saying that
sometimes giving compliments "causes some sparkle to happen inside of
me."
In contrast to women's focus on the feelings and needs of the recipient
and the resultant pleasure that the female complimenter feels in satisfying
those feelings and needs, the language of the men interviewed suggests that
for them compliments focus on the giver. In their most Senerous form,
compliments intelpreted by men "show that you like someone" (BA), "show
you care" (CH). But even here, it is the giver's feelings that are Paramount.
When a compliment indicates a "desire to encourage the people that show
promise" (BA), it "very often implies approval which is a judgment" (GB),
again centering attention on the giver who has the Power to evaluate. But not
all compliments are even that altruistic. BA mentions the potential of
compliments "for self-gain, like flattery or something like that." CH speaks of
having to pay compliments "whether or not you really . . . want to", of
praising for "the purpose of getting a compliment back," and of using
compliments "to kiss up to [someone] and get what you want." And GB
associates compliments with "control", "conflicts", "competitive situations",
"manipulation", and "incurring obligation". This is the dark side of
compliments; there is no "sparkle" here. Given this perspective, we should
not be surprised that none of the men makes any mention of a positive feeling
generated in males by the giving of a compliment. Compliments in these
contexts appear to serve more as preventive measures staving off catastrophe
or as giver-oriented bids for self-advancement than as joyful offerings of
goodwill. Indeed, from the men's choice of words and examples, we can add
a fifth function of compliments: to manipulate and control. Our
understanding of men's and women's differing use of compliments is further
enriched when we consider male and female complimenting behavior in the
larger context of societal values; this is the issue to which we now turn.
E. Societal values reflected in the complimenting data
A major area of societal values which the Santa Cruz data illuminate
relates to the respective roles of men and women. We have seen in the Santa
Cruz numerical data that compliment distribution by topic was essentially the
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same for men and for women 
- 
a pattem that directly contradicted Miles and
Yangyuen's (1991) findings. I have suSSested as a possible explanation for
this divergence that Santa Cruz provides a uniquely supportive environment
for women, an environment in which women are valued for their
accomplishments as much as for their appearance. Flowever, although in this
"feminist Utopia" Santa Cruz women enjoy high esteem, more opportunities,
and a greater degree of economic and political equality with men than is
probably true in many other American communities, to say that women and
men are equal is not to say that they ate the same. hdeed, the differing
perceptions and use of both compliments and compliment resPonses that we
have observed in the Santa Cruz numerical and interview data suggest that
men and women do, indeed, play different societal roles, roles embedded
within differing perceptions of how the world works.
The data indicate that women place high value on negotiating,
establishing, and enhancing raPPort with others. Women seem to perceive
society as a network of connections. This is evidenced by the Santa Cruz
study's numerical compliment data which indicate that women in this
community both give and receive approximately three times as many
compliments as men and is further evidenced in the numerical response data
which reveal women's preferred responses to compliments. Womery we have
seen, are much more likely than men to respond with comment history or
return compliments, gambTls which involve the recipient as a participant in
establishing intimacy. Perhaps most revealing are the interviews, which both
implicitly (through women's particular choice of words) and explicitly
(through the women's statements) express women's concem for others. "To
reach out", "to open up the lines of communication", "to make the person
huppy", "to reassure [the recipient's] self-esteem", "to rewalrd", "to cheer
someone up", are all expressions culled from the women interviewees'
discussions of the functions of compliments. These expressions emphasize
women's concem for the well-being of their interlocutors and their desire to
establish connection. hr a world of connections the well-being of one member
is enhanced by the well-being of other members. This reciprocal interaction
becomes explicit in the statements by women that making others happy via
the grving of compliments makes the compliment giver happy as well. CvT
expresses it most strikingly when she states that giving a compliment "causes
some sparkle to happen inside" her.
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In contrast to the women's emphasis on a network of connections, the
men appear to value more higNy independence and control over others. This
interpretation is consistmt with a hierarchical view of relationships and with
the relative infrequency of male compliments. In a hierarchical world, men
are likely to be concemed with raising their status as a means of establishing
their independmce and their ability to control others. But in a hierarchical
world, compliments potentially threaten both the giver and the receiver. on
the one hand, giving compliments acknowledges a "good,' of the recipient
and, consequently, runs the risk of putting the compliment-giver at a
disadvantage with respect to the person complimented. on the other hand,
accepting a complimen! as GB explicitly points out, threatens to burden the
recipient with an obligation to the compliment giver and, thus, to place the
receiver under the giver's control. perhaps this concern with status
contributes to why men give many fewer compliments ttran women. This
explanation is also consistent with the recurring pattern of especially
infrequent M-M compliment exchanges. (In santa cruz this gender pairing
accounted for only 6.53% of the numerical data.) In a hierarchical world,
other men are particularly likely to be perceived as posing a competitive
threat. The fact that men in santa cruz rarely use the rapport-enhancing
response strategies, comment history and return compliment blut are three
times as likely as the women simply to offer no response to a compliment
reinrorces the implicafion that men do not value as highly as do women the
importance of making connections. It also supports GB's assertion that a
compliment only incurs obligation if it has been accepted. These pattems
drawn from the numerical data are substantiated by the interview data. The
men's use of such words as "conflict", "competitive situations",
"manipulation", "incurring obligation',, "kissing up to someone", and ',self_
gain" in association with compliments implies that males' focus is on the giver
of the compliment and that for them, a major function of compliments is
control. The documented male behavior as well as male use of language
make sense in a hierarchical context where status and independ"r,"" ui"
priorities.
These interpretations are entirely consistent with rannen's (1990)
observations about men's and women's differing perceptions of the world
and, consequently, their differing use of language. Men, she argues, see the
world as "a hierarchical social order" in which others are adversaries and a
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person is "either one-up or one-down" (24). As a result, men tend to use
language to establish status, independence, and knowledgeability in order to
place themselves in a dominant position with regard to their interlocutor.
Women, on the other hand, are socialized to see the world as a community of
peers and, thus, are more likely to use language to seek connection, negotiate
for closeness, and achieve intimacy. Tannen presents male/female
conversations as "cross-cultural communication,, arguing that boys and girls,
from birth, grow up with different cultural expectations which shape how
males and females, respectively, perceive the world.g To illustrate the
results of these divergent socialization experiences, Tannen cites the differing
resporuies to the same experience that her husband and she had:
. . . my husband was simply engaging the world in a way that
many men do: as an individual in a hierarchical social order in
which he was either one-up or one-down. In this world,
conversations are negotiations in which people try to achieve
and maintain the upper hand if they can, and proteci themselves
from others' attempts to put them down and push them around.
Life, thery is a contest, a struggle to preserveindependence and
avoid failure.
I, on the other hand, was approaching the world as many
women do: as an individual in a network of connections. In thi;
world, conversations are negotiations for closeness in which
people try to seek and find confirmation and support, and to
reach consensus. They try to protect themselveJ fror4 others'
attempts to push them away. Life, then is a commtrnity, a
struggle to preserve intimacy and avoid isolation. (2F26)
One set of societal values, then, that the complimenting datp reveal is the
differing expectations by men and by women of how the worl{ works.
A second set of values relates to society's expectations;/ men and /
women. We have seen that in Santa Cruz women have made apparently
successful efforts to counter and reject the traditional sexist stereotype of
women valued for their bodies but not their brains. Nonetheless, the
compliment data suggest that other stereot'?es still eist. As demonstrated in
9 Fo, un extended discussion of male/female socialization in childhood and ils implications for
differing attitudes and language use, see especially Chaptet g,"l,ook at Me When I'm Talking to You!":
Cross Talk Across the Ages, Tannen, 1990.
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the complimenting behavior, it is clearly expected and acceptable that women
be sensitive to the feelings and needs of others. It is in this context that
compliments are perceived by both genders as "feminine behavior".
Men, on the other hand, both expect themselves and are expected by
others to be self-reliant, independent, and in control to the degree that
adopting "effeminate" complimenting behavior may compromise their
masculinity. MA observes that M-M compliments, especially, are "not very
macho", and CvT uses the term "unmasculine" with regard to males giving
and receiving compliments. It appears that there are still pressures for mm to
live up to the traditional "strong and silent" masculine stereotype which
Fasteau delineates in his book, The Male Mnchine. "[M]en," he tells us, "are
supposed to be functional. Personal reaction. is considered
dysfunctional. . .Otly weak men, and women, talk about -- i.e., 'give in to',
their feelings. [M]en have to choose between expressiveness and manly
strength. . . . [T]he key masculine qualities [are] unwavering toughness and
the ability to dominate and control" (1974; 333-3M). Fasteau quotes a male
corporate executive as saying, "'Feelings of dependence. . . are identified with
weakness or 'untoughness' and our culture doesn't accept those things in
men"' (335). As a result, Fasteau argues, men feel inhibited. "A major source
of these inhibitions is the fear of being thought, homosexual. Nothing is more
frightening to a heterosexual man in our society. It threatens, at one stroke, to
take away every vestige of his claim to a masculine identity. . . and to expose
him to the ostracism. . . of his friends and colleagues. A man can be labled as
homosexual not just because of overt sexual acts but because of almost any
sign of behavior which does not fit the masculine stereotype" (337). Because
exhibiting sensitivity and desire for connection through compliments is
fypically feminine, it becomes swpect behavior for a man in our culture. And
so, regrettably, as CH explicitly points out, a third value revealed in the data
is the fundamentally homophobic nature of our society.
CONCLUSION
An innovation of the Santa Cruz study was the incorporation of interview
data along with the quantitative data. While introspection is notoriously
unreliable as a means of determining uthat people say and do, it appears to
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be much more valuable in suggesting reasons wlry they do it. In the present
study the marriage of numerical and interview data was fruitful: The formerprovided a sturdy corpus of data which illuminated the respective
complimenting pattems of men and women, wh e the latter offered insights
into the causes underlying these patterns. The introduction of interview Jata
allowed us to ask more interesting questions, to derve beneath surface
behavior and explore the motivations prompting it. The feelings and
attitudes reported by the interviewees offered a new dimension to the
numerical findings with the result that the two types of data significantly
enhanced each other.
The combined data in this study have, on the whole, reinforced the
findings of other investigations of complimenting behavior in the Engrish-
speaking world and have provided us with answers to the six research
questions initially posed: wh e men and women both tend to compriment
regularly on physical awearance and achieaement/accomprishmenfs bui rarely
on personality/character or possessions, it is women who are by far both the
most frequent givers and and the most frequent receivers of compliments. In
the Santa Cruz community we saw that the distribution of topic by gender
was comparable for men and for women, a pattem that I suggested might be
explained by the uniquely female-supportive environment in this seaside
town. with regard to compliment responses, it appears that there are both
similarities and differences between the two genders. Men and women both
most commonly respond to compliments with acceptance and share a
tendency also to use self-praise aaoidance. These two repry strategies taken
together resolve the conflicting sociolinguistic expectations that interlocutors
should agree with their conversational partners while at the same time
avoiding self-praise. The men in this study occasionally use acceptance plus
sarcasm as an altemative means of satisfying the competing sociolinguistic
constraints. women, on the other hand, are much more likely than their male
counterparts to use the rapport-enhancing response strategies comment
history and return compliment, w}tile men are more likely than women to
discourage complimenting by offering no response. These differing response
strategies as well as the differing frequency with which men and women give
and receive compliments become intelligible in the context of the various
functions that compliments serve for the two genders, functions embedded in
societal values and social expectations of what it means to be ,,masculine', and
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"feminine". Womm are more likely to value connection, are expected to be
sensitive to the needs and feelings of others, and, consequently, use
compliments primarily as a means of establishing and enhancing raPPort.
Complimenting, thus, is perceived by members of both genders as a
"feminine" behavior consistmt with societal expectations of women. Mery in
contrast, are more likely to seek independence and control than connection.
Ilowever, in a hierarchical world, compliments are potential face threatening 
-
acts to both the giver and receiver, putting the former one-down with resPect
to the recipient's "good" and putting the latter one-down by incurring
obligation to the compliment giver. In addition, as "feminine" behavior,
complirlents are most powerfully threatening to males who feel that such
"effeminate" language use challenges their masculinity and in a homophobic
society may label them as gaY.
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Response
(B):
Complimenter: M,/ F
Complimentee: M / F
Describe briefly the context in whidr the oompliment was
Relationship of complimenter to complimentee:
Fomrat adapted fronr Herbert (1989)
Compliment
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APPENDIX2
Interview Questions
1. Define a compliment.
2. What is the most recent example of a complirnent that you gave?
(Exact words if possible.)
3. What is the most recent example of a compliment that you were
given? (Exact words if possible.)
4. Can you think of any time when someone said something that you
weren't sure whether to take as a compliment or not?
5. Can you think of any time when you felt obligated to pay a
compliment (whether you really felt it sincerely or not)?
6. Why do you think people give compliments?
7. What pulposes do compliments serve?
8. In what situations do people compliment each other?
9. Do the character and functions of compliments change when the
relationships between the complimenter and complimentee change
with regard to
-age
-power/status
-gender? How?10. What is the most common and/or most appropriate way to
respond to a compliment?
11. Is there anything else that you'd like to say about compliments?
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